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[IMPORTANT]
- This is a DLC pack for all that wish to play Tree of Savior which is Free to Play.

- You do not need to have this in order to play the game.
- This product is comprised entirely of in-game content. There will be no separate downloadable contents.

[Contents]
The 'Master Blacksmith Pack' DLC includes the following:

1 x Diamond Anvil (Untradable)

- Make sure that your equipment doesn't lose it's edge even if you fail!

3 x Golden Anvils (Untradable)

- Have equipment low on potential? Fear not! Here are 3 Golden Anvils just for you!

3 x Silver Anvils (Untradable)

- Low on silver? Use these Silver Anvils to gear up!

10 x Enhancement Discount Coupon: 100,000 Silver (Untradable)

- Save silver while enhancing your gear with these Coupons!

1 x Attribute Points 1,000 Ticket (Untradable)

- Hit harder with your skills after investing attribute points!

1 x Puppy Balloon Cosmetic Costume

- Don't worry, it won't pop!

20 x Highly Condensed HP Potions (Untradable)

20 x Highly Condensed SP Potions (Untradable)

10 x Lv2 Settlement Support Potions (Untradable)

5 x Highly Condensed Movement Speed Potions (Untradable)

5 x Goddess Sculptures (Untradable)
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Information on the Master Blacksmith Pack Items:

1. The items will be sent to your in-game message box via GM message that will be accessible after Team creation. You may
choose which character you wish to give the items to from the GM message.

2. You may only receive the items on one server so please choose carefully.

3. There will be no time limit on when you can redeem your items. You may decide to receive them at the time of your choice.

4. The Puppy Balloon Hair Accessory cannot be obtained in-game. It may be obtainable in the future through other products or
events.
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Title: Tree of Savior - Master Blacksmith Pack
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
IMCGAMES Co.,Ltd.
Publisher:
IMCGAMES Co.,Ltd.
Release Date: 31 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Pentium Core 2

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA Geforce 8600

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard, Mouse

English
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If you\u2019re like me there was a part of your childhood where you wanted to be a fire fighter. It\u2019s one of the most
common career ambitions among children around the world. And why wouldn\u2019t it be? You get to save lives, be a hero and
of course the chicks always dig the man in the uniform. It\u2019s not until a little later in life that we realize that the goal
isn\u2019t as realistic as what we would have hoped. Our dreams dashed because it\u2019s either too difficult to become a
firefighter or the reality that you\u2019d be putting your own life in danger too regularly scared the living daylights out of you
and you reassessed your position. But now there is a way that you can live out your childhood dreams and be a firefighter.
You\u2019re still putting your lives on the line but this time its the virtual lives of the character that you play. That\u2019s with
Flame Over one of Laughing Jackal\u2019s games on Steam and our first of three of their games over the next three days.

At it\u2019s heart Flame Out is a top down shooter that has been designed in the form of a fire fighting game. The levels almost
play out as puzzles whereby you need to determine whether you need to hose certain areas with water or extinguish them with
foam. The game plays out as a real fire would for example foam is the only thing that will put out electrical fires. The game
isn\u2019t easy but it\u2019s an enjoyable challenge that will have you learning its systems relatively quickly. I do recommend
that you first playthrough the tutorial and understand the basic gameplay concepts and mechanics. It\u2019s a different enough
game that it really should be mandatory otherwise it\u2019s likely that you will find yourself dying quickly and often when it
comes to the legitimate levels, of which there are 16, in the game.

I was a big fan of the game\u2019s presentation starting with the music and the comic stylistics of the graphics. It\u2019s
loaded chock full of charm that will take your breath away. When gameplay does get underway after the cool introduction it
puts you in head first. It\u2019s not easy from the beginning and you should take this as a sign of things to come. Other than
just putting out and extinguishing fires you will have to do your job and save the myriad numbers of civilians that are spread out
throughout each level. You need to do this concurrently to putting out the fires because each time you do you are awarded with
an extra minute of time to complete the level.

The physics are pretty spectacular in the game as well. You\u2019ll think that you\u2019re on top of the fire and then holy
shitburgers something you had forgotten about has shot a fireball restarting the blaze somewhere else. Thus you\u2019re going
to want that extra time I just told you about because fires will restart seemingly at will unless you\u2019re super careful and
Super Blazed. The blazing trail of destruction left by the fireballs will have you raging but will also aide you in becoming a
better, smarter player. In that way the game asks a lot from your gaming ability but once you do learn you\u2019ll feel as though
you\u2019ve grown as a player not only of this game but of others as well. I believe it takes a good game to do that.

This is one of those games that people will cry \u2018rogue-like\u2019 and where Total Biscuit\u2019s discussion video about
gaming terms he\u2019d like people to avoid fits right in. Yes, it\u2019s brutally difficult. Yes, it has some of the trademarks
that would fit the genre but at the same time I wouldn\u2019t classify it as a rogue-like. What I would classify it as is a bloody
good game that you should at the very least try.

For similar reviews and our popular daily giveaways please visit http:\/\/www.steamified.com\/
For our Steam group and curation please join http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/groups\/Steamified. Not the worst DLC, this one is
a little thin. Still, it doesn't make big promises like some of the other DLC, and there weren't any obvious missed opportunities.
Worth it if you love the game, completely missable if you don't. In other words: DLC.. ENGLISH:
This is a very nice game, it has many Metal Slug references but level design is much more Megaman.

Many weapons are avaiable, such as SMG, shotgun, assault rifle, sniper rifle and even a bazooka, you can hold two weapons at
the same time. You carry some granades too.

B1 vehicle is very nice, you can just hold the button and kill'em all, makes me feel good.

Pixelart is good and make good action mood.

Weapon reload feature is a bit odd, but with some deaths you can understand it.

The great positive point of the game: BOSS FIGHTS
There are MANY unique bosses, I was able to kill about 10 of them, each one with their own mechanics.
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It is a very funny game. Congratulations.

PORTUGUESE:
Este \u00e9 um jogo muito bom, tem muitas refer\u00eancias ao Metal Slug, mas o level design \u00e9 muito mais cara de
Megaman.

Muitas armas est\u00e3o dispon\u00edveis, como SMG, espingarda, rifle de assalto, sniper e at\u00e9 mesmo bazuca,
voc\u00ea pode carregar duas armas ao mesmo tempo. Voc\u00ea tamb\u00e9m carrega algumas granadas.

O ve\u00edculo B1 \u00e9 muito doido, voc\u00ea pode apenas segurar o bot\u00e3o e matar todos os inimigos, bem divertido.

A arte \u00e9 massa! Cria um bom ambiente de a\u00e7\u00e3o.

A recarga de arma \u00e9 um pouco estranho, mas com algumas mortes voc\u00ea pega o jeito.

O grande ponto positivo do jogo: BOSS FIGHTS

Tem MUITOS chefes \u00fanicos, eu consegui matar cerca de 10 deles, cada um com suas mec\u00e2nicas pr\u00f3prias.

\u00c9 um jogo muito divertido. Parab\u00e9ns.. It's a small expansion.
3 decent missions.
1 bad one. (the final one is a chore to finish... it isn't fun.)
Even though its been over a year since its been released I encountered several bugs. (Problems with the voice overs and the last
mission locked up during the winning cutscene... had to kill the game)

If the fun level for War for the Overworld was 10 this would overal be a 4-5.

If you liked War for the Overworld.... it might be worth it to pick this DLC up on sale. But otherwise, skip it.. If you've played
games like "ghost trick" and any other types of mystery VN with multiple endings like "zero escape" and liked them, you'll
pretty much want this in your library.. I like the setting of the stone age immensely so I expected I'd love this more than I would
the same type of game but set in a different era, but, sadly, truth be told it's just an incredibly shallow game lacking anything
close to progression. Shame, I was really, really looking forward to liking this but it's just so boring and easy. It needs a lot more
variety and complexity because it's shallow simpleness make's it so that you can experience the entire game in like half an hour..
dodging game is one of my favorite and i love the difficulty of this game

pretty advanced pretty balanced for both newbie and expert. While Psycho Starship Rampage has some flaws (that could be
fixed), it does manage to be a fairly addicting roguelite experience. You essentially manage a modular space ship, which you
can upgrade and expand through collecting scrap and various upgrades in levels. Upgrades are everything from ship speed, a
multitude of weapons, energy capture, and repairing (I probably forgot one or two, as well). The levels are a top-down bullet-
hell shooter. You can become overpowered, if you build your ship right - and get a little lucky. Ship management occurs
between levels, and you progress along a path similiar to FTL where you jump through space.

Pros:
+Has an addicing 'one more run' feel that has you trying out different ship abilities
+Controller support is nice, although it can be clunky until you get used to it

Cons:
-Tutorial could be more in-depth
-Boss battles are embarrassingly bad - they need to 1)show a boss life meter, 2)be more than a larger enemy that just
randomly moves around creating bullet hell, and 3)have some sort of personality or story point associated with it

This isn't perfect, but it certainly is a fun roguelite that I will be coming back to.
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. It's a fun game with a good campaign story line. I wish the Exterminatus maps would not be only balanced for 4 players
and dynamically balance down for smaller groups. Warning: The Dreadnought map is not coop as Steam says. They never
fixed the error in the ad even when brought to Steam's attention.
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Good paintjobs. This game has a very high potential for getting big!

I would be very happy if there are more content on this game.

If this game would provide better graphics and more to build, find and farm, the feedback on this game would not be so
negative. I have not tested the game for a long time because it bored me after a few minutes because you have seen everything
within a few minutes.

PS: I would be very pleased if this game is finished and improved.. This game is great. Great memories from my youth,. WELL
DONE to the dev's for quality control. Why can't all games share the same aesthetic? This level of quality should be the standard
upon of which games are judged... the menu and the controls have an all round weighty quality to them.

This game is the perfect time killer, worth every $. Bought ALL of the extra armory slots but none of them are working! and
yes I tried everything. Hero Siege - Early Access Forever
bug siege. this is a very fun train to drive. Looks and sounds great also!
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